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Nature of Subjects: to congratulate you on your new post; to introduce you to the matrix of 
corruption, if you haven’t been yet 
 
Dear Ambassador David B. Cornstein: 

My name is Christopher J. Dias, U.S.A. born, but I moved to Hungary in 2002, got married to a 

Hungarian, and have been running a one man business teaching English and communications. I am 

writing to you for two main reasons. Firstly, I’d like to congratulate you on your new post, and to 

wish you the best of luck. I have been supporting The Donald throughout (although I don’t like his 

popularist moves that aren’t constitutional); I am hopeful that he succeeds, but I also know that it 

won’t be easy, knowing that much of the current Federal government is incompatible on first 

principles with the US Constitution: the central banking system, the taxing system, and most Federal 

agencies in existence, abortion, and the freedom to practice Islam (which isn’t a religion, and is an 

enemy of the state) and build Mosques, etc.  

Anyway, I understand you have Hungarian roots, and so I am hopeful that you understand the plight 

of Hungary, as well, and the true current political and economical conditions here, which are dire, 

and far different than popular media coverage and the Fidesz Administration would have you 

believe. You say that you would like to promote American interests, which is a great idea, but it 

seems that doing it in this land would be more like trying to make a solution out of oil and water, 

rather than making any kind of compatible bonding agents.  

Secondly, the corruption in Hungary is a matrix of organized crime, which I hope you already know 

about, but if you don’t, I’m here to open your eyes on the subject. For starters, there’s this banking 

fraud currently on-going in Hungary, has been going on for several years, and will continue for years 

to come if not stopped. Like literally hundreds of thousands of Hungarians, my wife and I got sucked 

into this international-wide banking fraud. It’s like all of us are trying to enjoy a swim in a pool of 

piranha. There’s no rhyme or reason to it, it’s just the way today’s Hungary is, and the Hungary all 

throughout time has been.  

The Orbán Viktor government, and the ones before it do nearly everything opposite from Biblical 

teachings, regarding citizens being able to have individual freedoms and personal responsibilities, 

from sound economic policies, and from good sense in general; and as for American interests and the 

U.S.A. Constitution, the evidence is clear enough that Hungary has for the longest time run counter 

to those principles, that can be acknowledged by any cursory assessment, and in fact, do run parallel 

to some of the most notorious regimes in modern history: all of its “family programs” do exactly the 

opposite of what they say they do: the Csok, Erzsébet, Gyes, Gyed, IKSZ (Ifjúsági 

Kereszténydemokrata Szövetség), socialized health care, and educational programs, minimum wage 

laws, etc.—ALL of THEM—emulate the NAZIS’ ideal German Community (Volksgemeinschaft); and 

the Soviets’ "The Motherland Calls." And the biggest kicker is that the high schoolers are being forced 
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to volunteer 50 hours of their time to social services, or they won’t receive their diplomas (Special 

Note here: It’s not voluntary if you’re forced to do it—but this is the logic being taught in school 

these days.). Orbán has consolidated and centralized the government’s role in our lives in every way 

he can think of.  

In writing this document, I hope to dispel a few seemingly positive myths about the true nature of 

the political and economic conditions here, the oligarchy and the banking system collusion, because 

I’m not sure what you know, but it is important that you do know it. What I need to say herein is 

more than pure speculation, or “just my opinion”, and it is vital to the health of the common people 

in this land to find more support (not financial) if we can, and from you in particular. 

On behalf of hundreds of thousands of Hungarians who have fallen victim to the Fidesz, and MSZP 

scams, I wish to address some pressing and painful truths regarding Hungary’s demise, and the 

pillage of its heritage and assets. 

Why and how I found my way here is inconsequential to what I have to say at this moment, but when 

I did come here in 2002, I worked hard to become a useful contributor to my new world. To learn the 

language and to support the community and culture, I became interested in the Hungarian talent 

shows, particularly Megasztár. However, all of that changed for me in 2008 when I began to learn 

about its corrupt nature. The levels of its deceptions span across several supposed “talent” contests, 

pretty much the entire media world in Hungary, a slew of entertainers—established and famous, and 

wannabes, with evidence of political ties. It is a world that is heartless and callous, and one that is 

based on money laundering and backdoor deals. This is what happens in ALL of Hungary’s 

government sponsored arenas, as well. Do you know tax payers pay for ping pong players to play 

ping pong 8 hours a day at an average salary most in Hungary could only envy? But as we know, 

socialism begets corruption, despair and abuse, and so in these industries, which is why you seldom 

see more than a pre-selected few receiving any news coverage and advantages, nothing is new for 

this level of disdain on an innocent or ignorant people.  

In this fight, I had spent my own money and time, alone; a few thousand dollars, and 7 years later, I 

exposed the extent of the cover-up as best as I could from a distance, as I am not in the inner circle; 

nevertheless, I did meet my targets, which were to collapse and expose a few entities. It was real, 

and it is real. You can find out more about that subject from my blogs on the internet that have been 

translated (most of it) into Hungarian (I’m not particularly writing about this issue, but rather about 

the Culture of Corruption):  

Összeesküvés a csalás elkövetésére a Király családdal, a TV2-vel, Friderikusszal, Presser Gáborral, 

Mester Tamással, Fenyő Miklóssal, Eszenyi Enikővel, a bulvármagazinokkal, egyéb magyar TV és rádió 

csatornákkal, és veled, aki támogatja őket – a szervezett bűnözés leleplezése – Tóth Lüszi emlékére 

(magyar) 

Conspiracy to Commit Fraud with the Kiraly Family, TV2, Friderikusz, Presser Gábor, Mester Tamás, 

Fenyő Miklós, Eszenyi Enikő, tabloid magazines, other Hungarian TV and Radio outlets, and you, their 

supporters – Organized Crime Exposed – In Memory of Tóth Lüszi (English) 

Just a year earlier, 2007.June.07, my wife and I took out what was supposed to be a standard 

mortgage loan with a fixed rate and fixed monthly payments. I verbally verified the agreement on a 

few occasions, but I couldn’t read the Hungarian typing well enough; even still, I thought that I was in 
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good hands because my wife worked in a bank (her position was low, but…) with many colleagues 

educated in such matters, but not one peep did I hear as to the disingenuous nature of the “binding 

contracts”; we also had a lawyer, who apparently didn’t read much of anything; as did others, we had 

gone to a variety of banks who told us the same fake stories, and to top it off, hundreds of thousands 

of others were signing up for the same deal—a suppository in the rear—and so I thought it would be 

Ok for us to get one too, although I thought the setup to be strange. It wasn’t for at least another 

year (because my wife collects my earnings and pays my bills with them) was I informed that our 

payments had increased to a substantially burdensome sum.  

The deal turned out to be nothing more than a scam perpetrated by mafia-style fascist cartels that 

include well more than 20 financial institutions, and at least three political parties: MSZP, Fidesz, and 

KDNP. We signed up for a 19 year lie that made us vulnerable to any piranha that wanted to bite into 

our misfortune and good nature. We are still alive, and hanging on, but there are hundreds of 

thousands of us in Hungary and millions across Europe who also fell for this betrayal of trust and 

moral consciousness by their respective governing bodies and banking systems—it’s called the 

fleecing of a citizenry. There isn’t one person who has yet to complete one of these contracts as 

originally intended and deemed appropriate by the contractee—not one, that I’m aware of. 

On behalf of hundreds of thousands of Hungarians who have either bailed out of their “foreign 

currency” loans—that have nothing to do whatsoever with any foreign currency,—nor is a mortgage 

loan that any normal, natural, and rational person would consider to be proper or legally binding; 

and for those tens of thousands (if not hundreds of thousands) who have been evicted; for families 

of those who have committed suicide; for those who have emigrated from Hungary; for those who 

have become homeless; for those who have parted ways with their worldly possessions, often with 

remaining debts, that cannot be dissolved or disputed in this cesspool; for those who have bailed out 

of it with additional government socialist policies that have allowed some to bail out through a 

variety of means (at usury costs and taxpayer expenses), or have been bailed out with the help of 

family and friends; for those who are not paying and are waiting for court hearings (not a one which 

has been won); for those who are still paying (this is where we are after losing our winning argument 

in court), but with a double, or triple, or even higher debts and payment fees far exceeding beyond 

what would be considered a fair repayment by any rational person—usury and extortionary—derived 

from a conglomeration of financial institutions and other vultures that develop monstrosities of a 

contract that is invalid from the start by its very implementation that is based on clear and unjust 

misrepresentations (It’s a good thing we are using the forint, and not the pengő, that had billion 

pengő notes.), of which the courts are ignoring the precarious illegal ramifications of, because every 

institution is manipulated and manhandled by the select few oligarchs that care not about laws and 

good manners, but about growing their personal significances—on behalf of the victims of this 

onslaught of malice, I am writing to you to ask for your support in any manner you can provide.  

Many of us have written and spoken extensively about this topic, but to no avail. Although a few 

know me in this fight, I don’t by far have any significant leadership role in this arena, but I am U.S.A. 

born, and that makes me unique in that I can more easily connect to the US embassy to awaken 

U.S.A. representatives regarding the facts of the dire consequences of this massive corruption-

culture. Unlike most—it seems to be most—Hungarians, I do believe that one man can make a 

difference, and I do believe that writing one letter to an Ambassador, especially one that is fresh and 

new to this country, and to one who really does want to build bonds and networks of like-minded 

thinkers and motivators, I do believe that this is a shot I must take, no matter how long it may seem. 
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In this “Second War (“My Two Hungarian Wars”—titles to two of my brochures)”, however, I am not 

alone. 

There is no Swiss bank, no Swiss currency, and no reason whatsoever for us to have taken out the 

loan, as I could have used family money, but I wanted to be more conservative. Since my father 

passed away, I inherited enough to reduce the years of payments, but under a normal loan, I should 

have been able to pay it off outright, with money to spare.   

Additional costs, that amount to more than 25% of the original principal, were also incurred because 

we took the bank to court and lost our final appeal at the Kúria, the highest court of the land—not on 

any legal grounds did we lose, mind you. Our court fees added up to 4.5 million forints to the 

government in the form of an illeték (tax/fine/reimbursement), and hundreds of thousands to legal 

fees, and a fine to the main perpetrators, the banks, not to mention the hours involved. The law is on 

our side, but the corruption is on theirs, and they set the rules. This has happened to hundreds of 

thousands around the country. 

There are currently 900,000 court executions, and 10s of thousands of average Hungarian citizens are 

being evicted from their dwellings this year alone from this one scam alone, not to mention the many 

others. They did not lose their jobs, or anything of the sort that would cause them to lose their 

financial standing, but were rather victimized by a devaluation of foreign exchange rates that 

dropped (and simultaneously never happened, and never affected the true loan, but the FAKE 

ONE)—there is very little difference between this scenario and the “Man who broke the Bank of 

England” fiasco, except that here, the banks and government colluded in this remarkably evil charade 

against their own citizenry on a fraudulent loan scam that has no rationale.  

It is true that Orbán unilaterally put a cap on this scam (which, by any definition for “agreement” 

invalidates any and all contracts affected by his unilateral decision), but at a cost far beyond the 

means of anyone I know—and I know quite a few, and I know why he did it this way—arrogant, vain, 

and corrupt.  Again, I must reiterate that NOT ONE person has been able to fulfill their obligations 

under the originally agreed upon arrangement.  

My main reason for writing to you is to expose these scams (there are too many to list in this one 

document; read “Culture of Corruption” by Michelle Malkin, and add a few hundred pages, and you 

should be closer to the truth.) in hopes that you retain a clear view of this country, a view of which 

could in turn help us, the resistance, immensely. I am here to expose many underlying flaws in 

everything Orbán, and in banking in Hungary; so now let’s separate more fictional characters from 

the non-fictional.  

Before we run through the gamut, I’d like to comment on an article that quoted you in Hungarian. 

The first words were troubling:     

The article read that you intend to "pursue U.S. economic interests and the promotion of democratic 

values…." This is sad news, because, although it is true that Hungary is a democracy (where a 

constitution means nothing, and besides that, Orbán’s political view is called democratic illiberalism, 

the definition of which can be seen under a google search; it is a definition that is even more overt to 

the true nature of the meaning of the word “democracy.” In summary, a democracy appeals to 

nothing more than the whimsical feelings of a people; and it has no core values.  
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Ok, so Orbán changed his political affiliation to “keresztény demokrácia (Christian Democracy).” He’s 

like a little child who renames his dolls every so often. That’s the problem with leftists (which Orbán 

is), they are always moving the targets so you can’t hit them. Maybe he caught wind of my other 

brochure. At any rate, a “democracy” by definition is the polar opposite of “Christianity.” Christianity 

has a U.S.A. Republican core, and a “democracy” has no core at all. He’s a populist, and little else, 

and this is an oxymoron. Maybe he’d like to show his goodwill, or his aversion to facts and honesty, 

but at any rate, please refer to my enclosed brochures for more information that touch on this topic.  

The United States isn’t supposed to be a democracy, but a republic based on laws that limit a 

government’s involvement in the roles of its citizenry. This animal, which relies on principles, is a 

very, very different model of governance than a democracy, indeed. The U.S.A. isn’t a democracy, 

nor is it a democratic republic, but simply a republic—well, in principle, anyway. The founders of the 

United States understood the fundamental evils in a democracy, and knew that the republic they had 

created was Biblical, based on a 5,000 year miracle that protects the unalienable rights given by 

God—only: the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. With that said, let’s move on, 

because I’m not here to lecture you about technical terms, but to rather denote some fundamental 

failings of the Orbán and banking regimes, which should seem blatantly clear by comparing it with 

the most fundamental principles of Christianity, and basic economics.  

To continue, Orbán Viktor is as right wing as Nancy Pelosi, and his protection of foreign enemies is 

FAKE NEWS. And even if being a nationalist were somehow to make a person a right winger, which it 

doesn’t, Orbán isn’t that either. If you were to review his taxing policies and social policies, and 

political policies in general, you would know that he is a selectivist. Just review his corporate taxing 

system, and the banking tax, and you will easily be able to understand how the government’s 

collusion with the banks scheme works, and how it works well—for them, that is.  

During the spring and summer of 2015, somewhere around 10,000 invaders (And, NO, most of them 

are not immigrants—this is a military operation—just study the Quran.) came through Hungary every 

single day; he must be the most short-sighted dictator in all of history, or he has an agenda. One of 

Europe’s original intents was supposed to be a unity to better protect the region from foreign and 

domestic enemies. This is an invasion, and we are at war—just read the Quran. These are the most 

fundamental “false-truths” of why Europe “needed” to unify and put all of its governance into one 

happy umbrella. It, however, has been as effective as the United Nations (The United Nations is 

effective, actually, because its true intentions are very different than its marketing image—like 

communism is—and like the Orbán oligarchs.).  

Just a couple of months ago, Orbán let in 1300 Muslims under the radar through a semi-secretive 

pact that wasn’t advertised, but there’s no wonder (to me) there because he has been letting them in 

all along, as you could see if you walked around a bit. Besides that, we are a part of the European 

Union, and so anyone who is inside can come here anyhow (like the 10s of thousands during 2015, 

and beyond)—and live here, if they so desire. Orbán has let Muslims into this country from the very 

beginning. Do you think that all those Muslims went home? Why didn’t he stop it, or attempt to stop 

it from the beginning, or years earlier? Why didn’t he know about it? In fact, why is he attacking 

George Soros now? You do know that they have had a working relationship for decades, right? That 

Orbán and his cronies have been funded millions by George for years? Orbán’s policies—all of them, 

are as corrupt as is Hillary’s. They work as well, and are as useful, and as expensive, and as money-

laundering as the “No-Smoking” signs at every bus stop, or the selling of tobacco and gambling rights 
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to government supporters only. The rhyme and the reason is that Orbán has an agenda that is quite 

different than his public self would have you believe. 

As for the voting system, “the governing party changed the electorate…Different categories of 

citizens can now vote in different kinds of ways, which creates the very real possibility of unjust 

discrimination. …One permits each major nationality (i.e. minority) group in Hungary to elect a 

representative of its group to the parliament on a “preferential” basis that requires only one-quarter 

as many votes to claim the mandate. The other gives the right to vote to ethnic Hungarians who 

never had permanent residency in Hungary. These are people to whom the new constitution has 

given a route to expedited citizenship upon application. New Hungarian citizens can now register and 

vote more easily than citizens who have permanent residency but who are abroad on Election Day. 

As a result, new dual citizens with the most tangential relationship to Hungary can more easily 

influence the election than can long-standing citizens whose primary political identity rests in 

Hungary…..” At one point, the Fidesz oligarchs were contemplating on allowing families extra votes 

based on how many children they had; someone obviously felt that that one was over the top, and 

that idea stopped dead in its tracks.  

The Hungarians who never had permanent residency in Hungary are mostly ancestors of those who 

lost their Hungary in Trianon. When WWII came around Hitler promised the Hungarians their land 

back if they joined him, and they took the bait, hook line and sinker. They lost that too, so as any 

fascist appealing to popular mandates, Fidesz promised to bring their old brothers back into the fold. 

Orbán now offers these citizens free subsidies, and maintains full control over Hungary with them. 

Out of 2.6 million who voted for Orbán, 1.5 recent citizens from these foreign areas voted for Fidesz. 

If you see the political party layout of Hungary, you will see that this advantage only happens in a 

very strong dictatorship. In fact, Orbán’s two favorite world leaders are Vladamir Putin and Recep 

Tayyip Erdoğan, both with whom he has strong ties. 

Orbán’s obsession with football stadiums actually dwarfs that of Nicolae Ceaușescu. His plan is to 

build 32 in total within the next 10 years, or thereabouts, totaling close to 50 in all, if I am counting 

well. Even Bill Clinton called Orbán an “authoritarian capitalist”: “…As our surprise tour neared its 

end, Orbán described his plans to expand his “academy concept” across the borders into Serbia, 

Romania, and Ukraine—eventually, into all of the lands that once belonged to “Greater Hungary”, 

before 1920. “We are doing it for the kids … on the territories where the Hungarians are living.” At 

home, meanwhile, he continues to build…..” 

And the socialist hospitals remain without equipment, and without proper staff and 

sanitation….Why? Because the priorities of the oligarchs are not to be servants of the people, but on 

the contrary.  The seemingly principled (but actually unprincipled) young Orbán Viktor is far, far 

different than the older (and unprincipled) version. 

Well, the list I’ve presented here is long enough, but still not a complete one by any imagination, Mr. 

Ambassador David B. Cornstein, so I’m just going to leave you with a couple more things. A 

reportedly known list of Orbán’s accumulated wealth is one (Pretty good salary for doing nothing 

more than being a servant of the people, wouldn’t you say? If he can’t serve his people, how are you 

going to serve us? You must remember that this is only one oligarch of many.): 

Orbán V. Vagyona 1800-2000 milliárd forint+Svájci és offshore bankszámlák. Milliárdokat loptak el 

elsősorban az EU-tól kapott közpénzből.. Ezek egy része Felesége, Apja, Tiborc és StrómanjaI, 
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Mészáros L, Garancsi, Flier, Szijj L, Paár A, Barkász S, Kékessy D, Vajna, Habony, Vitézy T. nevén van. 

Pénzét Svájci és Hongkongi Bankokban tartja. Saját nevén van a XII.Cinege utcában egy háza, amit 

2002.V-ban vásárolt 75 millióért, 183 nm, 1300 nm telken. A házat 2004.I-2005.XII. kőzőtt 90 millióért 

átépitették 420 nm-re. 2001-ben vásárolt Erdélyben Zetelakán egy Kastélyt, tőbbszáz ha főlddel. 

2013-ban vásárolt egy házat Felcsúton 18 M-ért, ahol Felesége és Apja házával a 3 házat 

egybenyitották, 7000 nm-en, és előttűk van Lévainak 6 ha főldje. 1993-ban a Fidesz Székház 

eladásából /697 M/ vásárolta Apja Bányáit. 1997-ben Felesége nevére vásárolt 8 ha szőlőt Tokajon, 

melyre Orbán 2001-ben 41 M ft állami támogatást adott 2001.IX. Felcsúton Felesége nevére házat 

vásárolt, 2677 nm-en. 2008.VIII-ban a XI.Gellérthegyen 91 nm-es lakást vett Ráhelnek, 40 M-ért. 

2011-ben a mellette levő 66 nm-es lakást is megvette Fiának, Garancsi nevére Orlay u 3. 2.emelet. 

2001.IX-2010.IV. kőzőtt 38 ingatlant vásárolt Felesége nevére. 2011-ben Apja nevére vásárolta meg a 

Hatvanpusztai József Főherceg Majorságát 13 ha-on, 5 Műemlék épűlettel és Viztoronnyal. A 

Majorságot 2012-ben felújitották és átépitették Tőbbszáz M-ért Lévai vezetésével. Pintér S-al 

kőzősen vásároltak egy Horvátországi szigetet, az Adrián. 2013-ban Apja nevére vásárolt az 

Alcsutdobozi Rézhegyen Őrőkpanorámás nyaralót. 2016.III. Barátja Bőjte Cs, nevére vásárolta meg a 

Gyergyószárhegyi Lázár Kastélyt. Tiborc nevére vásárolta: a Keszthelyi Jachtkikőtőt, Fűrdőház, 

Recepció, Bár 515 nm, részben állami Bankhitelből. A Keszthelyi kikőtő és a Via Hotel kőzőtt 2.5 ha 

terűleten 175 Luxusapartmant épitenek. 165 ha főldet Mányban, 497 M-ért, és 193 ha, 261 M-ért 

Bicskén.2015.I. Pálinkafőzdét vettek. 2014.XII. Seregélyesi Kastélyt. 2015.IX. A volt Postabank 

Székházat a József Nádor téren. Informatikai cégeket. 2015.IX. Bodajki Hochburg - Lamberg Kastélyt, 

29 M-ért. 2015.XII. Turai Schossberger báró Kastélyát, 10 ha Parkkal, 98 szoba, Pálmaház, 200 M-ért. 

2016.II. Városligeti Fasorban Spitz Villát, 40 szobás. 2016.X. Mahart Székház Tropicana épűletét, 2 

milliárdos állami hitelből. 2016.XI. Komáromi ipari Parkban ingatlant, 1 milliárdért. 2016.XII. Visegrádi 

Kastélyszállót. 2017. Dorottya utcában és a Nagymező utcában Luxushotelt. Pollack Mihály téri 

Mélygarázst." 

Please note: I don’t have the time and resources to verify this information, but if you have been 

following the Hungarian trends, it is very plausible.  

Hungary will become a Muslim country based on Orbán’s socialism (more accurately, fascism) and 

corruption policies alone, never mind the European Union. Hungarian women have 1.2-1.3 children 

each, far below the 2.11 that’s needed to keep a population afloat. More than 1 million Hungarians 

have fled for brighter opportunities since 2005. Like the Germans have compensated their socialism 

and decline in demography by importing South Africans, mostly Muslims, and horny men, Orbán too 

has been doing the numbers game. If it weren’t for Fidesz’ ability to cause fear over the Muslim crisis 

(which is warranted, but one which he helped spawn), he wouldn’t have had a campaign. He 

simultaneously throws a pittance of money and promises to weary souls, and voilà, the magic show is 

unveiled—all at the expense of hard working taxpayers. Orbán spent 40 billion taxpayer forints on 

the “Stop Soros” campaign—I could have done it with a phone call. He spent billions on the 

swimming competition just last year. There are about 1/3rd more deaths than births each day, and 

thousands of immigrants, many from Muslim countries, each year coming in. This matrix of lies is 

somehow not visible or is ignored by a vast majority. He’s out of control. It’s sad, really.   

Anyway, thank you in advance for hearing our cry. We’ll pray for you, and hope that you keep us in 

your prayers, as well.  
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One man can make a difference. I belong to several Facebook clubs that are involved in these 

matters. I hear daily about some very sad and cruel stories. None of it is good, but most of it is evil.  

Sincerely,  

Christopher J. Dias 

Mr. Trump’s slogan is: “Make America Great Again”. 

In Hungary, I don’t think we can use that word, “Again.”  

An accurate slogan might be the following: “Make Hungary not a Tyranny for Once.” 

I’d like to list just a few references: 

Orbán betegsége elszabadult? – Youtube video 

https://youtu.be/k_KCHHJdRw4 

 

Statement of David B. Cornstein U.S. Ambassador to Hungary Nominee Senate Committee on Foreign Relations 

May 9, 2018 – pdf https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/050918_Cornstein_Testimony.pdf 

Bemutatkozott Washingtonban a budapesti nagyköveti poszt várományosa 

https://varosikurir.hu/bemutatkozott-washingtonban-a-budapesti-nagykoveti-poszt-varomanyosa/ 

 

Hungary’s regime is proof that capitalism can be deeply authoritarian - GABOR SCHEIRING 10 April 2018 

https://www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/gabor-scheiring/hungary-s-regime-is-proof-that-

capitalism-can-be-deeply-authorita 

 

Crony Capitalism 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crony_capitalism 

 

CIA Factbook – Introduction: Europe, Hungary 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/print_hu.html 

 

Population - Realtime Clock Rate - World - Country by Country 

http://countrymeters.info/en/Hungary 

 

Népesség, összesen (2006–2017) 

https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/eurostat_tablak/tabl/tps00001.html 

 

Hungary: An Election in Question, Part 1 - FEBRUARY 28, 2014 8:24 AM 

https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-1 

 

Hungary, An Election in Question, Part 2 -  FEBRUARY 28, 2014 8:28 AM 

https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-2/ 

 

Hungary, An Election in Question, Part 3 - -  FEBRUARY 28, 2014 8:28 AM 

https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-3/ 

 

Hungary, An Election in Question, Part 4 

https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-4/ 

 

What is America's True Form of Government? – Youtube video – and bonus vids by going on my website: 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=440&lang=1 

 

The Ant & The Termite - Dinesh D'Souza – Youtube video with explanation in pdf on my website. 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=112&lang=1 

 

Why the Jews? Caroline Glick explains the roots of genocidal Jew hatred 

Caroline Glick: A realistic alternative to the failed "Two-State Solution” (With Q&A) 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=394&lang=1 

 

“The Soviet Story” - Written and directed by Edvīns Šnore (2008) – translations in many languages – Youtube 

video available 

 

Agenda - Grinding America Down - Director: Curtis Bowers, Writer: Curtis Bowers, Star: Curtis Bowers 

https://youtu.be/k_KCHHJdRw4
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/050918_Cornstein_Testimony.pdf
https://varosikurir.hu/bemutatkozott-washingtonban-a-budapesti-nagykoveti-poszt-varomanyosa/
https://www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/gabor-scheiring/hungary-s-regime-is-proof-that-capitalism-can-be-deeply-authorita
https://www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/gabor-scheiring/hungary-s-regime-is-proof-that-capitalism-can-be-deeply-authorita
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crony_capitalism
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/print_hu.html
http://countrymeters.info/en/Hungary
https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/eurostat_tablak/tabl/tps00001.html
https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-1
https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-2/
https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-3/
https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/28/hungary-an-election-in-question-part-4/
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=440&lang=1
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=112&lang=1
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=394&lang=1
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The Tower of Babel (Why the European Union is destined to fail) 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=333&lang=1 

 

Facebook Groups to Join (Csoportokhoz csatlakozni): 

1. A deviza alapú kölcsön csalás 

2. Banki adósok oldala 

3. Bankcsapta 

4. Devizahitel - Megoldások 

5. Devizahiteled van? Kezedben a megoldás klub csoport 

6. Hitelönvédelem 

7. KDB Bank devizahitel károsultak 

8. Menyhért Péter baráti kör 

9. Nem adom a házamat 

10. Sevizahitelesek , Forinthitelesek egycsapatban 

 

Additional information on the banking fraud: 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=475&lang=1 

 

Hungarian Spectrum – reflections on politics, economics, and culture 

http://hungarianspectrum.org/ 

 

Fekete bárány a rendszer ellen - Facebook page regarding Orbán Viktor’s wealth. 

 

FULL DOCUMENTARY - Euromania by Peter Vlemmix - Youtube video 

 

Culture of Corruption: Obama and His Team of Tax Cheats, Crooks, and Cronies - by Michelle Malkin 

A Patriot’s History of the United States - by Larry Schweikart,  Michael Patrick Allen, Michael Allen 

 

Magyarország himnusza – Wikipedia 

http://www.himnusz.hu/ 

 

Fascism Explained: World History Review – Youtube video 

 

The True Nature of Islam List - pdf file 

Why Islam is Not a Religion - pdf file 

Islam: What the West Needs to Know - (with pdf file) 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=381&lang=1 

 

Intellectuals and Society – Thomas Sowell 

Basic Economics – Thomas Sowell 

Constitutional Law  >  An Article V Convention - Publius Huldah - Article V Convention, Is it the Right Answer? 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=602&lang=1 

 

Islam Has No Rights in the United States 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=607&lang=1 

 

HUNGARIAN SPORTS PROJECTS: FORMULA FOR SUCCESS OR FINANCIAL MADNESS? 

http://hungarianspectrum.org/2018/04/07/hungarian-sports-projects-formula-for-success-or-financial-

madness/ 

 

The Bible 

 

The Creature from Jekyll Island: A Second Look at the Federal Reserve – G. Edward Griffin 

 

Putin’s Kleptocracy – Karen Dawisha 

 

 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=333&lang=1
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=475&lang=1
http://hungarianspectrum.org/
http://www.himnusz.hu/
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=381&lang=1
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=602&lang=1
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=607&lang=1
http://hungarianspectrum.org/2018/04/07/hungarian-sports-projects-formula-for-success-or-financial-madness/
http://hungarianspectrum.org/2018/04/07/hungarian-sports-projects-formula-for-success-or-financial-madness/

